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ABOUT

Nice to meet you.
We are Matt & Danielle, a couple from the UK with a
passion for travel and adventure. We started exploring
together 6 years ago and have since made it our mission to
become full-time adventure seekers.
In 2021, we decided to quit our 9-5's and pursue our dream
of being travel content creators.
Danielle is a Social Media Manager by trade, and for the last
few years has been working alongside some of the largest
brands in the world.
Matt's experience lies in sales, advertising and account
management for various global business' within the travel
and automotive industry.
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Our ultimate goal is to inspire and share our journey with
the world.

INSIGHTS
Overview
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TOTAL FOLLOWERS

11k

ENGAGEMENT RATE

16%

vs 6.8% industry avg

AVG MONTHLY IMPRESSIONS

1m - 2m

AVERAGE LIKES & COMMENTS

1.6k
likes

updated april 2022

143

comments

INSIGHTS
Last 90 Days

INSIGHT OVERVIEW

TOP POST REACH

TOP REELS REACH

INSIGHTS
Last 90 Days

ACCOUNTS REACHED

TOP LIKED POSTS

CONTENT
INTERACTIONS

AUDIENCE
DEMOGRAPHICS

FOLLOWERS
58%

41%

Women

Men

TOP LOCATIONS
UK

GERMANY

U.S.A

INDONESIA

australia

AGE
60%

Our audience consists of:
ASPIRING TRAVELLERS

40%

HOLIDAY LOVERS
ADVENTURE SEEKERS

20%

TRAVEL COUPLES
0%

AGE 18-24

AGE 25-34

AGE 35-44

AGE 45-54

SOLO TRAVELERS

Brands We've Worked With

Hotel Content Creation
"We’ve appreciated our collaboration with Matt & Danielle
from start to finish. They understood what we need and how
to capture Shunyata Villas Bali in the best way – the photos
and videos were exactly what we wanted and fit perfectly to
our social media channels. Apart from the business part we
were delighted to have them as our guests and look forward
to welcome them again at our resort."
- Nadin, Shunyata Villas
www.shunyata-villas-bali.com/

Hotel + Experience Content Creation
"We are the owners of a resort in the
Sidemen Valley and have been working
with influencers over the past 2 years to
help promote our hotel to the community
in Bali and of course internationally. We
would say that this is one of the best
collaborations we have done.

Hotel Content Creation
"Our collaboration with Matt and Danielle was very
satisfying. I found their approach highly professional and
respectful towards us as a business. They understood the
vibe and type of pictures I was after and did not mind me
giving them some requests for the type of pictures. After
the collaboration, they gave me everything, and a little bit
more, that was agreed and I am very pleased with the
results. I am confident we will be able to use these pictures
across our platforms to show off our boutique resort."
- Esther, Kuno Villas

Both Matt and Danielle are extremely
down to earth and easy to communicate
with. They were professional from the
start to the finish and truly understood
what it was we were wanting. The video
and images they captured were stunning
and exactly what we wanted. We look
forward to sharing this content with our
international clientele and feel confident
that this will result in more guests wanting
to book with us."
- Tracey, Samanvaya Luxury Resort &
Spa..

www.kunovillas.com/

www.samanvaya-bali.com/

collaboration
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Brand Collaboration
We work with a variety of brands on various campaigns
within our travel niche; from tourism boards, hotels,
cafe's and airlines to travel apps and accessories.
This includes sponsored posts and blogs.

Content Creation
We're always thinking of new & creative ways to bring
our experiences to life with our content, let us do this
for your business! If you're interested in content
creation, get in touch to discuss futher.
We also offer sponsored blog + social media posts.

Travel Reviews & Press Trips
We offer honest and authentic reviews to our followers.
We're often asked for recommendations based on the
places we've been and experiences we've had. If you're
interested in a review or have an upcoming press trip
we'd be suitable for, we'd love to chat!

CONTACT
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Matt & Danielle
We'd love to chat more, contact us via:

Email
COUPLESQUEST@OUTLOOK.COM

Instagram
@COUPLESQUEST_
WWW.COUPLESQUEST.CO.UK
THANK YOU
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